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Abstract

In a Multiple Criteria Decision Analysis (MCDA) problem, determination of weights is an important aspect of the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP). In this paper, the problem to compute the weight vector of the interval number matrix is regarded as a nonlinear optimization model with constraints. An immune evolutionary algorithm is proposed to solve the problem with high speed by the matrix based coding technique and several immune operators including clonal proliferation, hypermutation, clonal elimination and immune memory. The experiments show the algorithm has the promising performance of convergence and accuracy.
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1. Introduction

Decision making is a typical intellectual activity, which is inherently a black box but can be viewed as a multi-criteria satisfaction process. As we all well know, the criteria often conflict with each other. So, it is very difficult to satisfy all the criteria simultaneously. Over the Decades, there have been lots of attempts at devoting to the solving methodologies.

In the late 1970s, Saaty introduced the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) as a multi-criteria decision support tool [1]. Subsequently, the AHP has been widely used in a variety of fields because of its conceptual simplicity and its capability of handling subjective criteria and inconsistencies in the decision making process.

According to Saaty [1], AHP is based on comparing n objects(alternatives or criteria) in pairs derive the underlying weights from comparison matrices by using a suitable weight determination technique. In order to reflect expert’s judgments under the conditions of uncertainty, lots of works have improved the AHP by allowing interval numbers for the pairwise comparisons. The present paper is concerned with this topic. We will propose an immune evolutionary algorithm for determining weights in interval judgment matrices.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the previous works and problems. An immune evolutionary algorithm for determining weights in interval judgment matrices is put forth in Section 3. In Section 4, we apply the proposed method to a $4 \times 4$ interval judgments matrix and discuss the results. Finally, in Section 5, we present our conclusions.

2. Previous works and limitations

The Saaty’s classical AHP uses crisp values to represent the decision maker's judgments, and the priority weights are obtained by the eigenvector method from a pairwise comparison matrix of judgments [1]. However, this is not appropriate in many practical real problems under the conditions of uncertainty. Due to the complexity and uncertainty involved in real world decision making, it is sometimes unrealistic or impossible to acquire exact judgments. It is more natural or easier to provide interval or fuzzy judgments for parts or all of the judgments in a pairwise comparison matrix.

With interval judgments, a decision maker uses approximate ratio statements (as intervals of values on a ratio scale) and makes 'strength of preference' statements consistent with 'natural verbal expressions' such as “the $i$th subattribute is two to three times more important than the $j$th subattribute”. Interval judgments have been widely used in AHP to express subjective uncertainty in preference.

It is easy to give interval comparisons since they are suitable to represent uncertain human judgments and based on human intuition. However, there exists a serious problem that pairwise comparisons might be inconsistent with each other [2] so that we can not obtain weights by eigenvector method ordinarily.
AHP with interval judgments has been studied by Arbel [3], Saaty and Vargas [2], Islam [4] et al. Arbel viewed interval judgments as linear constraints on weights and formulated the weight estimation problem as a linear programming (LP) model, which is not always feasible for inconsistent interval comparison matrices [5, 6]. It is complex because Arbel’s approach is based on solving problems on all vertices for obtaining interval weights.

From Arbel’s work [3], a number of techniques have been developed to deal with interval comparison matrices. Recently, researchers focus on the methods based on goal programming (GP) [7], including lexicographic goal programming (LGP) method [8], and two-stage logarithmic goal programming (TLGP) method [9, 10], et al. It was reported that the computation of the methods based on GP is much fast if the criteria are not more than five [11] but there is a obvious shortcoming lies in that there are too many constraints in the GP model to put into practice.

3. The proposed algorithm

In this section, we propose An immune evolutionary algorithm for determining weights in interval judgment matrices. Firstly, we review the eigenvector method for obtaining crisp weights. Based on these, we describe interval judgment matrix referring to Saaty’s 1-9 points ratio scale, and research a nonlinear optimization model to obtain the weights vector of the interval matrix. Thirdly, we describe the steps of the proposed algorithm and some problems relating to it.

3.1. Crisp weights by eigenvector method

In Saaty’s AHP, when there are n objects (alternatives or criteria), a decision maker compares a pair of objects for all possible pairs to obtain a positive reciprocal pairwise comparison matrix A as follows:

\[
A = (a_{ij}) = \begin{bmatrix}
1 & a_{i2} & \cdots & a_{in} \\
\frac{1}{a_{i2}} & 1 & \cdots & a_{in} \\
\vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
\frac{1}{a_{in}} & \frac{1}{a_{i2}} & \cdots & 1
\end{bmatrix}
\]

where \(a_{ij}\) shows the priority ratio of object \(i\) comparing to object \(j\) and they satisfy the following relations.

(Ⅰ) \(a_{ij}, \forall i, j, i \neq j\)

When the pairwise comparison matrix A satisfies the consistency measure, called the consistency ratio, given by

\[
CR(A) = \frac{\lambda - n}{(n-1)RI}
\]

where RI is the random consistency index for A and \(\lambda\) is the maximum eigenvalue, the weights vector \(w\) is obtained by eigenvector method formulated as follows.

\[
Aw = \lambda w
\]

where \(\lambda\) is the maximum eigenvalue and \(w\) is the eigenvector corresponding to \(\lambda\). Noted that \(w\) is normalized to be one.

For the measure CR, Saaty proposed the 0.10 threshold (0.05 for \(n = 3\) and 0.08 for \(n = 4\)) to accept the estimation of the weight vector \(w\). When the CR is greater than 0.10, inconsistent judgments must be modified in order to improve the consistency.

3.2. Optimization model

In this paper, we present judgments by allowing interval numbers for the pairwise comparisons as follows:

\[
A' = (a'_{ij}) = \begin{bmatrix}
[1,1] & [a_{i2}, \overline{a}_{i2}] & \cdots & [a_{in}, \overline{a}_{in}] \\
\frac{1}{a_{i2}} & [1,1] & \cdots & [a_{in}, \overline{a}_{in}] \\
\vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
\frac{1}{a_{in}} & \frac{1}{a_{i2}} & \cdots & [1,1]
\end{bmatrix}
\]

where \(a_{ij}\) and \(\overline{a}_{ij}\) presents the lower bound and upper bound of \(a'_{ij}\), respectively.

According to Saaty’s 1-9 points ratio scale [1] and the rules of interval numbers [3], the above interval comparison matrix should satisfy the following relations.

(Ⅰ) \(a'_{ij}, 1, i = 1, 2, \ldots, n\)

(Ⅱ) \(a'_{ij} = [\underline{a}_{ij}, \overline{a}_{ij}], \frac{1}{9} \leq \underline{a}_{ij} \leq \overline{a}_{ij} \leq 9, \forall i, j\)
In order to generate interval weights by eigenvector method, we split the above interval comparison matrix into two crisp nonnegative matrices as $A' = [\underline{A}, \bar{A}]$, where

$$
\underline{A} = (a_{ij}) = \begin{pmatrix}
1 & a_{12} & \cdots & a_{1n} \\
a_{21} & 1 & \cdots & a_{2n} \\
\vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
a_{n1} & a_{n2} & \cdots & 1
\end{pmatrix}
$$

and

$$
\bar{A} = (a_{ij}) = \begin{pmatrix}
1 & a_{12} & \cdots & a_{1n} \\
a_{21} & 1 & \cdots & a_{2n} \\
\vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
a_{n1} & a_{n2} & \cdots & 1
\end{pmatrix}
$$

Let $\lambda = \left[ \underline{\lambda}, \bar{\lambda} \right]$ be the principal eigenvalue of $A'$, which is an interval number. The principal right eigenvector corresponding to $\lambda$ is denoted by

$$
w = [\underline{w}, \bar{w}] = ([\underline{w}_1, \bar{w}_1], \ldots, [\underline{w}_n, \bar{w}_n])^T
$$

where

$$
\underline{w} = (\underline{w}_1, \ldots, \underline{w}_n)^T \quad \text{and} \quad \bar{w} = (\bar{w}_1, \ldots, \bar{w}_n)^T.
$$

According to Sugihara [12], an interval weight vector as Eq. (3) is said to be normalized if and only if

$$
\sum_i w_i - \max_j (\underline{w}_j - \underline{w}_j) \geq 1
$$

(4)

and

$$
\sum_i w_i + \max_j (\bar{w}_j - \bar{w}_j) \leq 1
$$

(5)

The meaning of Eq. (4) and Eq. (5) is to make each weight interval as wide as possible. Thus, we propose a model for determining interval weights as follows.

Denote $M = \{1, 2, \ldots, m\}$ . For the interval judgment matrix $A'$, $m$ judgment matrix are generated, and the maximum eigenvalue as well as the corresponding eigenvector for each generated matrix is computed. Then, the eigenvalue is standardized to $w', i \in M$ . For each component $w'_j$ of $w'$, $j \in N$, the low and upper bounds can be denoted as:

$$
\underline{w}_j = \min \left\{ w'_j | i \in M \right\}, \quad \bar{w}_j = \max \left\{ w'_j | i \in M \right\}.
$$

Then, the interval weight vector of $A'$ is given by

$$
w' = \left( \bar{w}', \underline{w}' \right)_{\text{max}} = \left( \left[ \underline{w}_j, \bar{w}_j \right] \right)_{\text{max}}.
$$

The components of $w'$ is determined by weight vectors of all $A', i \in M$ , then the problem to compute the interval weight vector is transferred to an constrained optimization problem with the form of (6) and (7).

$$
p_1 \begin{align*}
\underline{w}_j &= \min \left\{ w'_j | i \in M \right\} \\
\text{s.t.} \quad A'w' &= \lambda' w' \\
CR(A') &\leq 0.1 \\
i \in M
\end{align*}
$$

(6)

$$
p_2 \begin{align*}
\bar{w}_j &= \max \left\{ w'_j | i \in M \right\} \\
\text{s.t.} \quad A'w' &= \lambda' w' \\
CR(A') &\leq 0.1 \\
i \in M
\end{align*}
$$

(7)

It is obvious to solve the problem defined by (6) and (7). In order to computer the weight vector quickly, it is vital to construct the sequence of $A', i \in M$ , in other words, the travel of the space of the deterministic judgment matrix by the intervals. And the convergence to the bounds of the weight vector should be as quick as possible. In this paper, an immune evolutionary algorithm is designed to solve the problem by the global convergence ability of immune system [13]-[15]. In the immune system, antibodies detect the antigen and help the immune cells to destroy it. After the detection of antigen, the antibody will be selected to be proliferated to generate a large number of antibodies. And the generated antibodies will endure hypermutation. After the antigen is destroyed, the antibodies with lower affinity will be eliminated to keep the antibody population stable. At the same time, the superiors of the antibodies will be kept in the immune memory.

Maped to the optimization problem in this paper, the objective is the antigen, and the randomly determined judgment matrix is antibody. By various immune operators and immune memory the antigen is
discovered and the interval weight vector is computed quickly.

### 3.3. Algorithm

The proposed immune evolutionary algorithm in this paper is consisted of the following steps:

- **Step1:** Initialize the interval judgment matrix and various parameters;
- **Step2:** Initialize the antibody population with the size of mpop;
- **Step3:** Select the superior antibodies to proliferate;
- **Step4:** The proliferated antibodies endure mutation with higher probability \( m_{hyperm} \);
- **Step5:** The inferior antibodies with higher affinity are chosen to be eliminated to keep the antibody population stable;
- **Step6:** The superior antibodies with higher affinity are chosen to be kept in the immune memory;
- **Step7:** If the termination criteria are satisfied, the algorithm is stopped and the superior antibody is outputted as the antigen; or else goes to Step3

Several concepts and operators of the algorithm are as follows:

1. The coding style of antibody. The matrix coding is used to keep the consistency with the judgment matrix. The component of the matrix is coded as real number. Such coding style helps to traverse the whole space determined by the interval judgment matrix.

2. The affinity function. In this paper, the affinity is defined by the objective function. And the satisfactory consistency condition is adapted to eliminate the antibodies.

3. Clonal proliferation. At first, the superior antibodies are chosen with the ratio \( m_{select} \), then, the arithmetical crossover operator is performed on every two antibodies to generate \( m_{clonal} \) new antibodies. Arithmetical crossover on two real numbers \( a \) and \( b \) to generate \( c \) is defined as \( c = \alpha a + (1 - \alpha)b \), where \( \alpha \) is generated by random between 0 and 1.

4. Hypermutation. The hypermutation is performed on the proliferated antibodies with a high probability \( m_{hyperm} \). If the low and the upper bounds are \( L \) and \( U \), the mutation is defined to generate \( c: c = L + \alpha(U - L) \), where \( \alpha \) is generated by random between 0 and 1.

5. Clonal elimination. The inferior antibodies will be chosen to be eliminated to keep the population stable.

6. Immune memory: in fact the immune memory is a elitism strategy to store the superior antibody.

7. After \( m_{gen} \) generations, the algorithm stops to generate the results.

### 4. Computational experiment

In this section, we apply the proposed algorithm to a \( 4 \times 4 \) interval judgments matrix as follows, which was given by Arbel and Vargas [3].

\[
A' = \begin{bmatrix}
[1/5,1/2] & [1,1] & [1,3] & [1,2] \\
[1/3,1] & [1/2,1] & [1,2] & [1,1]
\end{bmatrix}
\]

### 4.1. Results

In the proposed algorithm, we set the parameters as Table 1, and obtain weights vector as Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The size of antibody population(( m_{pop} ))</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The iterations(( m_{gen} ))</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The select ratio for clonal proliferation(( m_{select} ))</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The coefficient of clonal proliferation(( m_{clonal} ))</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rate of hypermutation(( m_{hyperm} ))</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Parameters setting of the proposed algorithm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( w_1 )</td>
<td>0.341 0.604</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( w_2 )</td>
<td>0.140 0.328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( w_3 )</td>
<td>0.091 0.225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( w_4 )</td>
<td>0.122 0.311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( w_1 )</td>
<td>0.341 0.604</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( w_2 )</td>
<td>0.140 0.328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( w_3 )</td>
<td>0.091 0.225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( w_4 )</td>
<td>0.122 0.311</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Results.

From the comparison in Table 2, the results in this paper are better than the results in [3]. The distribution range of the weight vector are more wider to present the uncertainty.

### 4.2. Efficiency of the algorithm

Convergence profiles for determining weights vector by using the proposed algorithm are displayed in Fig. 1 to Fig. 8 as follows.
Fig. 1: Convergence profiles for determining lower bounds of $w_1$.

Fig. 2: Convergence profiles for determining lower bounds of $w_2$.

Fig. 3: Convergence profiles for determining lower bounds of $w_3$.

Fig. 4: Convergence profiles for determining lower bounds of $w_4$.

Fig. 5: Convergence profiles for determining upper bounds of $w_1$.

Fig. 6: Convergence profiles for determining upper bounds of $w_2$.

Fig. 7: Convergence profiles for determining upper bounds of $w_3$.

Fig. 8: Convergence profiles for determining upper bounds of $w_4$. 
From Fig.1–8, it can be seen the proposed algorithm has better convergence. In the first 10 generations, the convergence curve has a sharp slope, which means good convergence. From generations 10 to 40, the algorithm converges with high speed and then trends to keep stable. From the statistical results on the data in the immune memory, the interval range of generation 40th has reached 90% of generation 100th. During generation 60–100, the convergence curve keeps stable and even a rather horizontal level. And the comparison between Fig.1,2,3,4 and Fig.5,6,7,8 shows the convergence of the low bound reaches stable more quickly, probably because the variation range of the low bound is limited.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we discuss a method for determining weights in interval judgments. We view the computation of the weight vector of the interval number matrix as a nonlinear optimization model with constraints, and propose an immune evolutionary algorithm to optimize the computational process of determining interval weights. The experiment results show that the algorithm has the promising performance of convergence and accuracy.
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